
C A B I N E T R Y  &  D E S I G N  

HOME DESIGN TRENDS THROUGH 2025 (yes 2025!) 
 

The AIA is a professional membership organization, established in the mid 1800s, with 300 local and state chapters throughout 
the United States.  Its nearly 88,000 members are licensed architects, professionals and allied partners.  Goals of the organiza-
tion are to be the voice of the architect profession while providing continuing education for architects to maintain their license, be 
a resource for emerging architect professionals, set the standard in contracts, and to conduct market research to provide insight 
to the economy and trends of the architectural and design professions so as to serve the community. 
 

In a recent industry magazine, the AIA provided their forecast of top trends through 2025. Generally, economic and demographic 
shifts are the dominant factors in home design and the 500 architects contributing to the forecasting are seeing these same shifts 
affecting the vision for the next decade.  The key factors shaping the trends are the aging of America’s population—specifically 
the baby boomers retiring, the upswing from the past decade’s housing collapse and the Millennials struggle with a phlegmatic 
economy which causes difficulty in forming independent households.  
 

But considering everything, even additional factors including technological breakthroughs, evolving building code and regulatory 
issues and consumer preference, the AIA was able to put together a number of trends we can expect to see continue or even 
increase over the next decade. 

KITCHEN IS THE FOCAL POINT OF HOME, OPEN DESIGN. CONTINUING  

FOCUS AND INVESTMENT IN COMPLETE OUTDOOR ROOMS INCLUDING OUTDOOR KITCHENS. INCREASING 

SPACE DEVOTED TO CHANGING WORK PATTERNS/HOME OFC. INCREASING 

ENERGY-EFFICIENT/SUSTAINABLE DESIGN ELEMENTS: SOLAR PANELS, WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEMS AND TANKLESS  
WATER HEATERS. 

INCREASING 

AGING IN PLACE/UNIVERSAL DESIGN ELEMENTS: HANDRAILS, WIDER HALLWAYS,ONE LEVEL LIVING, LOWER WINDOWS. 
 

CONTINUING 

INTEGRATION OF TECHNOLOGY IN AUTOMATED SYSTEMS TO CONTROL ENERGY USE, LIKE MOTION-SENSOR ACTIVATED 
LIGHTING AND AUTOMATED CONTROLS FOR TEMPERATURE AND SECURITY. 

INCREASING 

INCREASED CONSUMER AWARENESS ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ISSUES—AND A GROWING MISTRUST OF GOVERN-
MENT AND IDUSTRY LEADING TO USE OF LOW OR NO-VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FOR PAINT, COMPOSITE WOOD AND 
NATURAL FIBER UPHOLSTERY 

INCREASING 

DESIGN STRATEGIES THAT STRENGTHEN HOMES AGAINST NATURAL DISASTERS INCLUDING ELEVATING RESIDENCES,  
WINDOWS WITH IMPACT GLAZING, DEDICATED “SAFE” ROOMS AND BACK UP POWER GENERATORS 

INCREASING 

BUILDING IN ESTABLISHED LOCATIONS THAT ARE MORE ACCESSIBLE TO JOBS, PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND COMMERCIAL 
ACTIVITIES. SINCE BUILDING IN THESE MORE ACCESSIBLE LOCATIONS IS TYPICALLY MORE EXPENSIVE, NEW HOMES WILL 
FREQUENTLY BE SMALLER AND FEATURE MORE INNOVATIVE DESIGNS. 

INCREASING 



WHAT’S NEW:   

DECIDEDLY DELICIOUS:  MEXICAN SLAW WITH MANGO, AVOCADO & CUMIN DRESSING  

From the kitchen of   
www.cookincanuck.com 

This slaw recipe is a great find.  It is appealing to slaw lovers and people that aren't too  
crazy over the standard cabbagy goodness swimming in a tangy, creamy slaw dressing.  
This recipe is picnic heat proof having an oil/lime juice dressing that is delicious with a pop of 
sweetness from the mango. A definite hit as a side, or topper for your favorite taco. 

The slaw: 
½ green cabbage, thinly sliced 
1 mango, cut into ½-inch pieces 
1 avocado, cut into ½-inch pieces 
 

 

 

 

 

The dressing: 
2 tbsp fresh lime juice 
1½ tsp agave nectar or honey 
½ tsp ground cumin 
¼ tsp salt 
¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil 
2 tbsp minced fresh cilantro 
½ tsp minced jalapeno pepper 
 

To assemble the slaw, in a large serving bowl, combine the cabbage, mango and avocado.  
 
For the dressing, in a small bowl, whisk together fresh lime juice, agave nectar (or honey), ground cumin and salt. While 
whisking constantly, slowly pour in the olive oil until combined. Stir in cilantro and minced jalapeno. 
 
Pour over slaw and serve.   
 
Serves 4-6 side dish sized portions.  And tops many, many delicious tacos.  Enjoy! 
 

Legrand is the world specialist in products and systems for electrical installations and 
information networks, offering solutions for use in residential, commercial and industrial 
buildings.  

You may recognize the name as a new 
tv ad campaign has launched for their 
innovative electrical switches and plugs 
(square in design) carried by Lowe’s.  
But their under cabinet lighting system 
is an interesting product, and worth 
some excitement.  The adorne Under-
Cabinet Lighting System is a modular 
system that is customizable for your 
needs.  The modular tracks house pow-
er and wiring.  The electrical plugs are 
incorporated under the cabinet to rid 
your counters of messy cords.  In addi-
tion, there are speaker modules, USB 
module to charge phones and tablets, 
cradles for both tablets and phones, and 
two styles of lighting to fit your needs.   
 

The lighting styles are puck and linear.  The puck light is a spotlight effect and the linear light is for task lighting.   
 
We are installing the system in our showroom and are looking forward to the tidy look and additional task light-
ing it will provide.  Want to see the system?  Give us a call and we’ll let you know when it is installed. 



We began this kitchen remodel with a real-
ly great space. The original footprint of the 
kitchen was well arranged but the finishes 
didn’t match the stature of the home.  The 
kitchen needed something more substan-
tial. 
 
The soffits were removed, along with the 

large fluorescent light above the existing petite island.  The desk next to the refrigerator was to be redesigned along with the 
large pantry.  In addition, the built-ins flanking the fireplace in the adjacent family room were updated to match the kitchen 
cabinetry.   
 
The results of the remodel are truly marvelous.  We installed custom Amish cabinetry in maple wood with an Autumn Haze 
finish.  The upper cabinets now extend to the ceiling and are topped with a timeless two piece crown molding.  In addition to 
the cabinetry expanding upwards, the cabinetry on the window wall was expanded into the eating area where a natural 
break occurred for a bump out housing entry to the back yard. 
 
On the opposite wall, separated by a hallway, we dismissed the desk and pantry closet in favor of a double wall oven and 
expansive, efficient storage.  The majority of this new storage has roll out shelves to reach the very back of deep storage.  
The cabinetry surrounding the refrigerator gives a built in effect for the appliances.  
 
The new island is built to serve.  The elegant corbels and stylized curve on the seating side of the island is a perfect perch to 
anticipate your day with a morning coffee or serving area for a fun filled evening with friends. One end of the island houses 
the drawer style microwave and a deep storage drawer below.  The side not pictured, is cabinetry with more storage and roll 
out shelves. 
 
The built-ins on the fireplace wall in the adjoining family room are in the same wood type and finish.  The elongated top shelf 
with equidistant shelves below really provide a clean line finish with just a little something different.  Again, storage is en-

hanced with four enclosed cabinets at the base of the built-ins. 
 
The carpet was removed from the family room in favor of new wood, and all floors 
were refinished.    

 
The counters were topped with gorgeous 
Solarius granite.  The natural stone back-
splash and glass accent tile, along with 
the brushed nickel hardware complement 
the entire design for a beautiful finish! 

MARVELOUS MAPLE CUSTOM CABINETRY IN  NAPERVILLE 



 
 

 
 A kitchen or bath remodeling project isn’t just a job. It’s an emotional  

journey—one that should begin with partners you trust.  
 

With a work ethic based on respect and design expertise rooted in  
creativity, River Oak Cabinetry & Design offers the perfect balance  
of practicality and originality. 
 

It’s this real world understanding of how design relates to execution  
that inspires the entire River Oak Cabinetry & Design family. 
 

With 100% client satisfaction and an A-rating at Angie’s List,  
you can be confident that River Oak Cabinetry will treat you with  
the care and respect that you deserve. 
 

 

Call us today for your free  
design consultation. 

10047 S. BODE STREET, PLAINFIELD IL  60585    
PHONE 630.355.7900    
www.riveroakcabinetry.com 


